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MINUTES 

 

THOMAS TOWNSHIP ZONING BOARD OF APPEALS 

PUBLIC SAFETY BUILDING, 8215 SHIELDS DRIVE, SAGINAW, MI 48609 

May 9, 2017 - 4:00 P.M. 

 

1. The Board of Appeals meeting was called to order at 4:00 p.m. Chairman Steve 

Witt. 

 

Present: Don Milne, Steve Witt, Rene DeSander and Rod Iamurri.  Also 

present were Dan Sika, Community Development Director and 

Connie Watt, Planning Assistant/Code Enforcement Officer, 

Kathleen Lamb of Storage America, Gary Kowalsi of Beagle 

Construction and four interested parties. 

Absent:           Mike Thayer. 

 

2. Pledge of Allegiance. 

 

3. Approval of the Minutes. 

 

Motion by Milne, seconded by Iamurri to approve the minutes of the April 25, 

2017 meeting with change noted on the approval of variance granted to include 

the statement “for a period of six (6) months or Certificate of Occupancy 

whichever comes first”. Also correction in the spelling of a members first name.  

Motion carried unanimously. 

 

4.         Hearings: 

 

 

           Sika explained that the site proposed by Storage America is located to the west of 

S. Thomas and Gratiot Roads.  They are proposing mini-storage buildings to be            

A.    Kathleen Lamb on behalf of Storage America is requesting a variance to 

allow outdoor storage at a proposed mini-storage facility enclosing the front 

portion with landscaping instead of a masonry wall as the ordinance requires. 

laid out as noted on the updated site plan.  He added that our ordinance is specific that an 

area of masonry screening six feet (6’) high must be utilized to cover outdoor 

storage.  Outdoor storage in this case is located where the Oldenberg drain is.  

The area being about 100’ which runs through the property and cannot have any 

structure built on it.  If there is anything on it and the county wants to fix or 

 ROUGH DRAFT 
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improve the drain they can do so.  In lieu of constructing a masonry wall in the 

area, Storage America is proposing a landscape area which would screen the 

outdoor storage area. 

 

            Kathleen Lamb of Storage America spoke regarding the variance.  She said it was 

decided in order to maximize the use of the property and potential loss of income 

on it, this area was chosen for outdoor storage since it cannot be built upon.  In 

order to make the area aesthetically pleasing they felt this was a good option for 

that area.  She added that the area is shown as gravel and will be maintained to 

insure weeds are not an issue. Sika pointed out at that time that the ordinance does 

require this area to be either asphalt or concrete and does not allow for gravel.  

Sika pointed out that the Ordinance, Section 3.14(m) does require asphalt or 

concrete in that area.  Lamb added that they were proposing gravel there due to 

the possibilities of drain improvements/repairs that may require it to be torn up. 

Milne questioned if this would be a separate variance request?  Sika added that it 

would be and if they wanted to use gravel they could take that up as a separate 

variance in the future.  Iamurri asked if the stone pillar and fencing requirement 

would still need to be met?  Sika replied that it would and it is shown on the site 

plan presented.  DeSander requested clarification as to the size of the landscape 

area.  Sika explained that the plan shows twenty-five foot (25’) drives and a sixty-

five foot (65’) gravel area.  DeSander questioned that the masonry wall required 

could not be built there due to the drain, correct?  Sika explained that the County 

Drain controls and limits what can be built there.  They may allow limited 

fencing, landscaping and asphalt but understand that if it has to be torn up they’d 

do so and not replace it but simply cover it.  Milne asked if they agree to the 

variance could it be requested that the trees be at least six feet (6’) in height as the 

wall requirement states?  Sika said if approved they certainly could make that a 

stipulation.  Lamb added that is what was planned, six foot (6’) trees.  Milne 

stated that this is basically a hardship case.  Sika replied that any business other 

than farming that would potentially go in there would be restricted as to building 

over the drain.  He said it is his understanding that the county would not allow 

any type of construction in that area.  DeSander questioned Exhibit 5 that shows 

the landscaped area in the front towards Gratiot Road only.  He asked if there was 

a plan to cover the outdoor storage from the back view also?  Lamb stated that 

they were not proposing to do that at this time.  She said if they ever did a phase 

two where they would extend farther back then they would most likely enclose 

the rear of the outdoor storage with the landscape barrier.   DeSander was 

concerned with any future construction that may take place behind the property 

and viewing this area.  Milne questioned if the masonry fence was only required 

because of outdoor storage and if there were no outdoor storage then it would not 

be necessary?  Sika said that was correct.  Witt asked for public comment but 

there was none.  Sika noted that a letter with comments was received from Brian 

and Melissa Thomson, owners of the neighboring Melissa Storage. 
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 At that time the Zoning Board of Appeals reviewed the checklist “Basic Conditions” as 

follows: 
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           Steve Witt went through the ZBA’s checklist as required to determine if the 

variance request meets the requirements for a variance (see attached results).  The 

request passed the checklist so a vote to approve the variance can be made.  

Motion was made by Iamurri, supported by Milne to approve the variance for use 

of a landscape barrier consisting of six foot (6’) trees, to shield the outdoor 

storage to be planted at both the north and south ends of the Oldenberg drain area 

with a sixty-five foot (65’) width and a depth of twenty-five feet (25’).  Motion 

passed unanimously.  DeSander did go on record as noting that the area was still 

required to have asphalt or concrete not gravel and changing that requirement had 

not been part of the discussion. 

 

 

            B.  Kathleen Lamb on behalf of Storage America is seeking a variance to install a 

six foot (6’) simulated wrought iron fence and incorporate pillars into it around 

the perimeter of the property at 10000 Gratiot Road. 

 

            Sika explained that Storage America is requesting to substitute what is required in 

the ordinance regarding a six foot (6’) high screened security fencing with a 

simulated wrought iron fence that would be six foot (6’) in height and incorporate 

pillars along the Gratiot Road frontage.  The back area would not have these 

pillars.  Sika did show example photos of the required screened security fence as 

well as what is being requested via a power point.  Lamb added that the storage 

building end caps would be faced with stone on the Gratiot Road side to make this 

more aesthetically pleasing.  Sika noted that in the front near Gratiot Road the 

stone pillar and fencing requirement would still be met as noted on the site plan.  

Lamb interjected that they actually want to replace installing those with the 

utilization of the fencing and pillars along the perimeter.   She added that D&M 

Site felt it best to show the pillars along Gratiot Road on the site plan since the 

variance had not been granted as of yet.  Lamb felt it would not look right to have 

two sets of pillars and fencing in the front area.  Milne asked if in the examples 

shown those and others as long as it is screened would meet the requirement?  

Sika replied it would.  Milne asked what the reasoning was for not using the 

screened security fencing?  Lamb replied that due to aesthetics, consistency of the 

look of their business properties and mainly safety of their clients would be the 

reasoning.  She added that they have high standards for their storage areas and are 

always well maintained.  Sika added that the current storage facilities were 

constructed at a time with no standards where you can see right into the storage 

area.  It is his belief that when the ordinance was written it was to eliminate the 

blight issue and problem with unlicensed vehicles sitting on these properties.  

DeSander noted Section 3.14 k (2) which states that any vehicles on the property 

must be licensed and in good repair.  He felt that should preclude any issue and 

taken care of it with the language in the ordinance.  He felt that the fencing 

requested was more law enforcement oriented and aesthetically better than 

screened fencing required.  Lamb reemphasized the concern for the safety of their 
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customers and the ability to see what is going on within the storage area.  With 

screened fence safety is a big concern.  DeSander asked that if he was correct that 

the ordinance would direct them to do a screening fence around the entire 

perimeter of the property?  Sika replied that it would.  DeSander added that if the 

variance is not granted they will have to have a screened security fence all around 

the business.  Milne added that putting aside the issues of public safety or 

aesthetics he felt that the Planning Commission certainly would have considered 

these things when they came up with the language in the ordinance.  He felt it was 

not within the power of the ZBA to change the ordinance.  He felt it would void 

the entire thing.  Witt asked who could change the ordinance.  Sika explained a 

request could be made to the Planning Commission to review it for a text 

amendment if the ZBA felt they should.  He added that if the variance was 

granted you allow Storage America the ability to use this type of fencing and any 

other new storage facilities that would come into the township essentially.  Lamb 

stated again that Storage America keeps properties well maintained and increase 

property values around them because of how their properties are kept.  Witt asked 

for public comment.  There was none at this time.  The Zoning Board of Appeals 

reviewed their checklist and the requested variance did not meet the checklist 

requirements as stated for a variance. 
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           Motion was made by Mile supported by Iamurri to deny the variance requested to 

install a six foot (6’) high simulated wrought iron fence with pillars incorporated 

around the property located at 10000 Gratiot Road (Storage America) as it did not 

meet the criteria of the ZBA Checklist.    Motion passed unanimously. 

 

            DeSander did request with agreement by the remaining ZBA members, that the 

Planning Commission review this ordinance section for a possible text 

amendment. 

 

 

           C-Gary Kowalski on behalf of Beagle Construction is seeking a side yard variance 

of five feet (5’) for an accessory structure constructed on the property at 4042 

Mountain View Court a property zoned A-1. 

 

            Sika explained that the Township Building Inspector requires a plot plan and 

building plans for new constructions.  The plot plan shows the building and the 

distances of all the setbacks listed on it.  In this case, the side yard setback for A-1 

zoning where the structure is located, would be twenty feet (20’) from the side 

property line.  The building was thought to be constructed based on what was 

turned in.  The Building Inspector was contacted after construction of the 

accessory building and the person filing the complaint stated that the building was 

located too close to the side property line.  The original petition for a variance 

request by Beagle Construction stated a variance request of two feet and ten 

inches (2’ 10”).  The Building Inspector and an employee from Beagle 

Construction met on the property and did an accurate measurement and found the 

distance for the variance needed was actually five feet (5’) because the building 

was fifteen feet (15’) from the side property line.  This is an after-the-fact request.   

 

             Gary Kowalsi spoke on behalf of Beagle Construction.  Witt questioned how this 

happened?  Kowalsi state he really doesn’t know.  The property had been staked 

and the print (plot plan) was correct.  He said there was no gain for anyone to 

move it closer.  Iamurri asked if there was any objection from the neighbors?  

Kowalski stated that the neighbor next to this home sent a nice letter stating they 

are okay with the building location.  He added they have received no other 

negative comments from any other neighbors.  Iamurri added that it was just an 

inadvertent mistake.  Witt noted that on the north side it appears a lot has a 

building in the same position.  Witt asked for public comment.  Mr. Duane 

Kemerer of 7525 Geddes Road, Saginaw, Michigan addressed the board.  He 

asked if isn’t supposed to be the job of the Building Inspector to measure before 

the concrete is poured?  Sika replied that the Building Inspector relies on the plot 

plan and stakes.  There is no requirement for a survey.  In lieu of having a survey 

done each time we rely on the builder.  Kemerer added that he always thought he 

measured from the property line to the foundation before it was poured.  Sika said 

once again the Building Inspector relies on the contractor due to the fact that we 

don’ require a survey.    There is no specific known property line at this time 
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when he goes out there for him to measure from.  He goes strictly by the plot 

plan.  The same for a new house construction.  Kemerer said he understood and 

mistakes get made.  He just thought that is what the Building Inspector did.  Sika 

stated again with no survey there is nothing to measure from in most cases.  

Kemerer said he has no problem with and mistakes get made.  DeSander said then 

anyone can build where they want to, too close to the property line and come to us 

after the fact and we should be okay with it.  If we approve this variance then we 

are setting a precedence.   Milne stated it could’ve happened many times already.  

Iamurri said there could be many we just don’t know about them because we have 

never gotten any complaints.  Sika said keep in mind that any building under 200 

square feet is not required to have a building permit.  This doesn’t mean you 

circumvent zoning but we have no plot plan for these and cannot do inspections 

on them.  Witt asked for further public comment.  There was none. A letter was 

received from LaVerne and Diana Kamp, of 4066 Mountain View Court, 

Freeland, Michigan in favor of the variance.  Public comment was closed. 
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            DeSander said if this is approved he feels they are doing spot enforcement.  He 

doesn’t feel it is unique but precedence setting.  Kowalski added that it was 

accidental.  It is not as if he wanted to build a bigger building on the property.  

Kemerer interjected, you guys are thinking about having him tear that building 

down or move it?  Witt said you will know that as soon as the decision is 

rendered.  DeSander if we approve this then why have the requirement at all.  

Witt added that it could be five feet (5’) today then three feet (3’) by someone else 

tomorrow.  Where would it end?  You would not need any restriction.  Iamurri 

suggested a requirement to have the Building Inspector be required to measure.  

He felt maybe a requirement of a survey would be necessary.  DeSander noted 

that this is a subdivision so at some time there was a survey completed and stakes 

in the ground from it.  Kowalski added that he works in a lot of townships and the 

inspectors do measure at the time of the footing inspection.  He added that it was 

about two (2) years ago the same inspector from Thomas Township questioned 

their stakes on a house they were building and they have to excavate further to 

move the house back a foot or so.  He did add that at the time this accessory 

structure was being dug the Building Inspector was out of town at the time.  .  The 

Zoning Board of Appeals reviewed their checklist and found that the requested 

variance did not meet the requirements for receiving a variance.  The first 

question did not receive a yes vote.  It received a 2 to 2 vote tie.  It did not pass 

the test by getting the required yes vote. 
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            Motion made by DeSander, supported by Milne to deny the side yard setback 

variance request by Beagle Construction of five feet (5’) for the accessory 

structure located at 4042 Mountain View Court as it did not meet the criteria of 

the ZBA Checklist.  Motion passed unanimously. 

 

  

  

6.         Discussion – None. 

 

7.         Old Business – None 

 

8.         New Business-None 

 

 9.         Adjournment-a motion was made by Milne and supported by Iamurri  

             for adjournment of the meeting at 5:10 p.m. 

 

 

 

 

 

Respectfully submitted by Connie Watt, Planning Assistant/Code Enforcement Officer. 

 


